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Abstract

A growing body of literature discusses the CO\textsubscript{2} emissions of cities. Still, little is known about emission patterns across density gradients from remote rural places to highly urbanized areas, the drivers behind those emission patterns and the global emissions triggered by consumption in human settlements—referred to here as the carbon footprint. In this letter we use a hybrid method for estimating the carbon footprints of cities and other human settlements in the UK explicitly linking global supply chains to local consumption activities and associated lifestyles. This analysis comprises all areas in the UK, whether rural or urban. We compare our consumption-based results with extended territorial CO\textsubscript{2} emission estimates and analyse the driving forces that determine the carbon footprint of human settlements in the UK. Our results show that 90\% of the human settlements in the UK are net importers of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions. Consumption-based CO\textsubscript{2} emissions are much more homogeneous than extended territorial emissions. Both the highest and lowest carbon footprints can be found in urban areas, but the carbon footprint is consistently higher relative to extended territorial CO\textsubscript{2} emissions in urban as opposed to rural settlement types. The impact of high or low density living remains limited; instead, carbon footprints can be comparatively high or low across density gradients depending on the location-specific socio-demographic, infrastructural and geographic characteristics of the area under consideration. We show that the carbon footprint of cities and other human settlements in the UK is mainly determined by socio-economic rather than geographic and infrastructural drivers at the spatial aggregation of our analysis. It increases with growing income, education and car ownership as well as decreasing household size. Income is not more important than most other socio-economic determinants of the carbon footprint. Possibly, the relationship between lifestyles and infrastructure only impacts carbon footprints significantly at higher spatial granularity.
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1. Introduction

Human settlements—and in particular cities—are the hotspots of human activities and main drivers of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Based on a growing recognition of a potentially important role of local action in climate change mitigation, a mounting body of scientific literature is focusing on understanding GHG emissions attributable to cities and other human settlements. While some important, general insights can be derived from this body of work, recent assessments of the existing scientific evidence on human settlements point towards a series of challenges (UN-HABITAT 2011, GEA 2012).

One major challenge is the availability of comprehensive, consistent and transparently documented data on human settlements. Important dimensions of this challenge are multiple ways of defining the boundaries of human settlements (Fons-Esteve et al 2008, Weisz and Steinberger 2012), the diversity of accounting approaches (Kennedy et al 2010) and the lack of regularly organized data collection efforts (GEA 2012) even though the latter situation is currently improving with a series of new data collection initiatives (e.g. Covenant of Mayors 2010, C40, ICLEI et al 2012).

A large part of the recent discussion has focused on the question of how to appropriately account for emissions at the urban scale (Ramaswami et al 2008, Kennedy et al 2009, Hillman and Ramaswami 2010, Kennedy et al 2010, Chavez and Ramaswami 2011, Kennedy et al 2011, Kennedy and Sgouridis 2011, Minx et al 2011, Ramaswami et al 2011, Baynes and Wiedmann 2012, Ramaswami et al 2012, Chavez and Ramaswami 2013). Territorial emission accounts report all GHG emissions directly released from sources within the settlement territory. Recent assessments have highlighted the need to complement territorial emissions accounting by approaches that include ‘upstream’ or ‘embodied’ emissions (e.g. GEA 2012). The concept of the carbon footprint (CF) (Wiedmann and Minx 2008) has been used by many as an umbrella term for such approaches (Druckman and Jackson 2009, Larsen and Hertwich 2009, Minx et al 2009, Larsen and Hertwich 2010a, 2010b, Lenzen and Peters 2010, White et al 2010, Heinonen and Junnila 2011a, 2011b, Heinonen et al 2011, Jones and Kammen 2011, Putsch et al 2011, Wright et al 2011, Chavez and Ramaswami 2013, Paloeheimo and Salmi 2013). In this letter we apply a consumption-based definition of the CF. It includes all GHG emissions released in the global supply chain during the production of final goods and services consumed on the territory of a human settlement within a given year. Other CF concepts with different system boundaries exist. For example, the community-wide infrastructure CF includes all territorial GHGs as well as embodied GHG emissions associated with all trans-boundary infrastructure supply chains (Ramaswami et al 2008, Hillman and Ramaswami 2010, Chavez and Ramaswami 2011, Ramaswami et al 2011, Chavez et al 2012, Ramaswami et al 2012, Chavez and Ramaswami 2013, Lin et al 2013a, 2013b). Such trans-boundary footprints combining territorial and embodied GHG emissions are further discussed in the supplementary information (SI, available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035039/mmedia).

The empirical evidence on GHG emissions of human settlements is still very limited and major gaps are prevailing. First, available studies mainly focus on cities and urban areas. Much less is known about emissions in rural areas to contextualize findings related to urban areas and differences in emissions across density gradients. Second, despite growing attention, evidence on CFs of cities and other human settlements as well as evidence from trans-boundary approaches remains scarce (GEA 2012). Therefore little is known about the global GHG emissions of rural and urban living considering the supply chains emissions in the global hinterland of human settlements. Third, due to a lack of sufficiently large standardized and consistent datasets, studies with small sample size dominate the literature, focusing on a descriptive analysis of emission inventories, and preventing more in-depth statistical analysis of the determinants of urban GHG emissions. In particular, a comprehensive driver analysis is missing for trans-boundary and CF accounts across density gradients. Finally, consistent comparisons between territorial and CF accounts are largely absent in the published literature (GEA 2012).

In this letter we construct a comprehensive set of CF estimates for the UK at the local level, comprising all rural and urban areas. We focus our estimations on the energy and process-related CO$_2$ emission component of the CF, i.e. our calculations do not include CO$_2$ emissions from land-use change and non-CO$_2$ GHG emissions. Our methodology directly links the production of goods and services across global supply chains to local consumption activities. We compare CF results with extended territorial CO$_2$ emission estimates for 434 municipalities in the UK and discuss their relationship. Municipalities are grouped into density classes and interpreted as representations of different types of human settlements. Based on a non-parametric statistical analysis we identify socio-economic, infrastructural and geographic determinants that drive local CFs in the UK. Key questions we pose are: how does the CF of human settlements in the UK compare to the settlement’s territorial emissions? What determines the size of the CFs of human settlements in the UK? Are CFs mainly determined by income and socio-economic characteristics of an area or its physical make-up?

After introducing the methodology in section 2 we present the results including an analysis of drivers of local CFs. We conclude with a discussion of our results in the context of the relevant scientific and policy-related literature. The SI contains a more comprehensive literature review, all required methodological details and some additional results. The dataset used for the statistical analysis can be downloaded from the journal website.

2. A hybrid modelling approach for estimating the global carbon flows from local consumption activities

We estimate the CF of the 434 municipalities in the UK. We use a classification by the Office for National
Figure 1. Overview of methodology for estimating detailed local final demand matrices for municipalities in the UK.

Statistics that groups these local areas into five categories of human settlement types ranging from ‘Major Urban’ to ‘Rural 80’ (see the SI). For estimating the global carbon flows of consumption activities in municipalities across the UK, we combine information on global production from a global multi-regional input–output model with local geo-demographic consumer lifestyle information. The term ‘geo-demographic’ is defined broadly as ‘analysis of people by where they live’ (Harris et al. 2005). This can be seen as an attempt to classify areas and their associated lifestyles in terms of collective consumption and locational proximity including geographic, infrastructural as well as socio-demographic factors that characterize them (Harris et al. 2005, Longley 2012). As geo-demographics are already defined by spatial and consumption factors, a geo-demographic concept is more adequate to be applied to CF analysis of human settlements (cf Druckman et al. 2008, Druckman and Jackson 2009, Minx et al. 2009) than conventional lifestyle definitions often used by Statistical Bureaus (Duchin 1998, Duchin and Hubacek 2003, Minx et al. 2009, Baiocchi and Minx et al. 2010).

Details of the environmentally extended multi-regional input–output model for the UK have been described elsewhere (Baiocchi and Minx 2010, Wiedmann et al. 2010). A general outline of the model structure and calculus can be found in the SI. Essentially, the model distinguishes 178 economic sectors across the UK and three world regions. Detailed trade activities between the UK and the other three regions are represented, but not trade between the three non-UK regions (cf Andrew et al. 2009). The multi-regional input–output model allows the allocation of CO₂ emissions to UK final consumption of goods and services regardless of where they have been emitted in the global supply chain during production. However, as the underlying input–output data only give information at the national level, it is essential in the estimation of local CFs to devise a methodology for estimating final consumption at the local level. Note that the proposed methodology could be applied for more spatially detailed analysis.

We use a hierarchical three-step (local, regional and national level) hybrid methodology for estimating final consumption in local authority areas across the UK. A conceptual overview of this methodology is provided in figure 1. This hierarchical approach integrates data from multiple sources and prioritizes the most robust information. The hierarchy acknowledges that spatially more aggregated data tend to have less uncertainty attached. Our methodology also prefers physical over monetary data, as far as possible, to avoid quantity estimates being biased by inhomogeneous or volatile prices (Weisz and Duchin 2006).

We use geo-demographic information from the MOSAIC dataset to estimate local household consumption spending for all 434 municipality areas in the UK. MOSAIC is a consumer classification system with detailed expenditure, socio-economic and geo-demographic data (Experian 2004). For methodological aspects see Harris et al. (2005). The MOSAIC database distinguishes consumer spending of 61 lifestyle types and 11 lifestyle groups (for more information, see the SI) across 48 consumption categories at the national level. The database also contains information about the spatial distribution of these lifestyle types across municipalities. Combining these two pieces of information we derive initial estimates of local consumer spending. Estimates are based
on the assumption of homogeneous consumer preferences within each lifestyle type across space. In order to address this limitation, we update these initial estimates using more reliable and more detailed local and regional data sources wherever possible. At the local level we update household spending on domestic energy consumption with data measured in energy units (kWh) and further adjust local consumer expenditure matrices by matching them with regional spending estimates derived from the expenditure survey across all consumption activities. Accordingly, we match the sum of all regional matrices with national level data. Household consumption contributes 70% of the UK’s CF (Minx et al. 2009). The remainder is attributable to government services and capital investments. We downsand the national accounts for those to the local level on an equal per capita basis. This means we assume that every citizen in the UK enjoys the benefits from government expenditures and capital investments in the same way. This is a strong assumption. Future research could attempt addressing this issue by endogenising government consumption and capital investment (Lenzen and Trelaor 2005, Miller and Blair 2009). Researchers have also downscaled government spending based on local government expenditure statistics, but such information is not available for the UK (Larsen and Hertwich 2010a, 2010b). Overall, the proposed approach goes beyond mere geo-demographics and adjusts consumption patterns according to local conditions. This is essential for analysing local CF results.

CF estimates are calculated for the year 2004. We compare our CF estimates with extended territorial CO2 emission accounts for this year. We take these estimates from the 2004 edition of the Local Authority Carbon Dioxide Emissions published by the UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs and AEA Technologies (DEFRA and AEA Technologies 2006). Note that more recent editions of this data are published by the Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC). In general, these emission accounts report scope 1 and 2 emissions (cf WBCSD and WRI 2004). Scope 1 emissions are the territorial CO2 emissions from sources within the geopolitical boundaries of the municipality. Scope 2 emissions are emissions associated with electricity production but allocated to the municipality were the electricity is consumed and not where it is produced.

We use general additive models (GAMs) to analyse the drivers determining local CFs in the UK. GAMs are useful when we have no a priori reason to choose a specific functional relationship between GHG emissions and other determinants. It is a generalization of the standard OLS regression, as it allows for a flexible and easily interpretable nonlinear relationship between dependent and each independent variable, whilst remaining computationally tractable. Our model includes variables such as income per capita, household size, per capita car ownership, and proportion of highly educated people. Details on the model and methodology used are available in the SI. Data for the analysis are taken from the neighbourhood statistics provided by the Office for National Statistics11, which largely consists of census information. Heating degree days (HDD) have been calculated by overlaying the GIS data for the local authority layer with the 5 km gridded HDD data for 2005 available from the Met Office UKCIP dataset (Met Office 2011). A more detailed data description can also be found in the SI.

3. Results

Figure 2 shows the per capita CF across all 434 municipalities in the UK. It ranges from 10.21 (Newham) to 15.51 (City of London) tonnes of CO2 emissions (tCO2). This compares to an average UK CF of 12.5 tCO2 emissions. There is no obvious regional pattern emerging. London contains the areas with both the lowest and highest CF in the UK. The majority of areas in London have a below average CF. Areas close to the borders of Greater London tend to have a comparatively high CF, but there is no consistent impact of the distance to the centre. The apparent outward increase in emissions is largely explained by the income distribution \((R^2 = 0.49)\) in these local authorities. Note that for extended territorial emissions there is a strong correlation between emissions and the distance to the city centre. Per capita CO2 emissions are low close to the centre (with the noted exception of the City of London itself) then systematically increase peaking between 20 and 30 km distance and then decreasing again (see the SI).

The CF of local areas tends to be higher than extended territorial CO2 emissions. This is shown in figure 3, where roughly 90% of the data points stay below the 45° line. This is not surprising as the UK is a net importer of CO2 emissions (Minx et al. 2009, Baiocchi and Minx 2010, Wiedmann et al. 2010, Peters et al. 2011, Sinden et al. 2011). The figure shows that this pattern is consistently more pronounced for urban than for rural areas, i.e. for any given CF level extended territorial CO2 emissions tend to be lower for urban areas. There are industrialized areas with much higher extended territorial CO2 emissions than CFs, which produce and export carbon intensive goods to other parts of the UK and abroad. Figure 3 highlights that these areas tend to be located in rural areas, but there are also production-oriented urban areas following such a pattern.

Per capita CFs are more homogeneous across municipalities than the corresponding extended territorial CO2 emissions. This is shown in figure 3. CF estimates all fall into a narrow band between 10 and 15 tCO2/cap. Ranges for extended territorial estimates among municipalities are much larger, starting from 4.3 tCO2/cap and extending up to 60 tCO2/cap—in one case even to 160 tCO2/cap. Nevertheless 97% of all municipalities have extended territorial emissions below 20 tCO2/cap.12

12Part of the variation is determined by choosing per capita CO2 emissions as comparative metric. The mix of land-uses between commercial and residential activities and the associated infrastructure will influence the territorial per capita emission estimates. However, we show in the SI (available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035039/mmedia) that the higher variation in CO2 emissions also holds without normalization except for some extreme cases like the ‘City of London’.

Figure 2. Per capita CF of 434 municipalities in the UK. Inset shows London and municipalities that border within 50 km radius from centre. There is no clear pattern in terms of the geographic positioning of high and low CF municipalities. Only around London is a ring of municipalities with a high CF, while municipalities within Greater London tend to have a below average CF.

The ‘City of London’ has the highest per capita territorial CO₂ emissions as well as the highest per capita CF, but at the same time exhibits comparatively low total CO₂ emissions of both types. The simple reason is that this is a business district with a very small, but rich residential population (see also footnote 12). There are twelve other local areas with extended territorial CO₂ emissions between 20 and 60 tCO₂ per capita. These areas typically have high overall emissions and tend to be located in the North of England, where there are still some larger industrial facilities like in Redcar and Cleveland (55 tCO₂/cap), Wansbeck (56 tCO₂/cap) or North Lincolnshire (57 tCO₂/cap).

Figure 4 shows extended territorial CO₂ emissions and CFs across different human settlement types as defined by the Office for National Statistics. Error bars show variation between the 25th and 75th percentile. Moving along the x-axis from the left to the right, human settlement types become increasingly rural from ‘Major Urban’ to ‘Rural 80’ (see the SI). The left panel in figure 4 shows that extended territorial CO₂ emissions increase as we move from highly urban (6.7 tCO₂/cap) to highly rural (10.0 tCO₂/cap) human settlement types. For the CF—as shown in the right panel—our results indicate that on average the CF of urban areas is lower than of rural areas, but that there are little differences among rural
and urban areas, respectively. The average CF of urban areas fluctuates between 10.2 and 15.5 tCO₂. The average CF of rural areas fluctuates between 10.9 and 15.0 tCO₂. Overall, figure 4 suggests that there may be other, more important drivers that determine the CF of local areas than whether a human settlement type is rural or urban. The degree of rurality in this context may simply be insignificant or an effect of lower order. So what determines the CF of human settlements in the UK?

Figure 5 shows estimated relationships between a series of geo-demographic determinants and municipal CF holding other determinants constant. The top left panel identifies the impact of weekly per capita income on the per capita CF. We find that increases in the average income of municipalities increase the CF (at slightly increasing rates). Additional £600 in the average weekly income per capita determines an increase of 1 tCO₂/cap in the CF, keeping all other variables constant.

Population density (top right panel) reduces the footprint. Though statistically very significant, the reductions are quantitatively small. Decreases in CF are larger at lower densities. An increase from very low levels of density of 3000 persons per square km, reduces the CF by half tCO₂/cap, keeping everything else constant. The reduction over the whole range of the sample is less than a ton. Ruralness, controlling for other variables, also has a statistically significant (at the 5% level) but quantitatively negligible negative impact (\( \beta = -0.03 \)) on the CF.

The middle left panel shows that increases in the average household size have a strong negative effect on the CF. The reduction is larger for household sizes larger than 2.2. The middle right panel shows how increases in average household car ownership in municipalities increase the CF at increasing rates. The CF of municipalities with an average per household car ownership of 1.5 is roughly 2 and a half tCO₂ per capita.
Figure 5. Estimated cross-municipal relationships between a series of geo-demographic determinants and the CF holding other determinants constant. It shows that mainly socio-economic rather than geographic and infrastructural factors strongly determine the CF. The CF increases with income, education (see footnote 13) and per household car ownership and decreases with population density and household size. Since the CF is expressed in mean deviation form, the smooth term function of the determinant, each plot represents how the CF changes relative to its mean, 12.5 t per capita, with changes in determinants. Confidence bounds, i.e., two standard errors above and below the estimate of the smooth function being plotted, are shown in each graph. The covariate to which the plot applies is displayed as a rug plot. Partial residuals, i.e., the residuals after removing the effect of all other determinants, are also plotted. The model explains 87% of the footprint variability. All coefficients are highly significant and we find no evidence of model misspecification. Detailed results and regression diagnostics are reported in the regression in the SI (available at stacks.iop.org/ERL/8/035039/mmedia).

Education\(^{13}\), shown in the bottom left panel in figure 5, has a strong positive impact on per capita CFs with linear relationship. Throughout the range of education levels (proportion of educated people), (0.08, 0.60), CF increases by more than 1 t\(\text{CO}_2\)/cap. The bottom right panel in figure 5 shows the contour plot views of the predicted CF for the available range of household size and car ownership. The plot highlights the nonlinearities and the significant quantitative impacts of the two determinants on the CF. Heating degree days, controlling for all other determinants, is only marginally statistically (\(p\)-value: 0.076) and quantitatively significant (with changes over the sample range limited to within a quarter of a ton). See the SI for details.

4. Discussion

In this letter, we analyse CFs of 434 municipalities in the UK grouped into five categories of human settlements and compare them with extended territorial \(\text{CO}_2\) emission...
estimates. To derive CF estimates, we develop a model that explicitly links global supply chains to local consumption activities. Such an analysis will necessarily give rise to a variety of uncertainties. For our multi-regional input–output model, an explicit formal uncertainty analysis has been carried out (Lenzen et al 2010). For consumption-based emissions at the national level the relative standard deviation is moderate with around 5% of the total estimate. This moderate variation is due to averaging effects. At the sector level these uncertainties can therefore be much larger (Wiedmann et al 2008). The effects of the high regional aggregation in our global multi-regional model on national consumption-based CFs were not covered in depth in these studies. Andrew et al (2009) focus on this type of error in their analysis based on the GTAP dataset. The study highlights that different types of multi-regional models with a small number of regions can already approximate the results of multi-directional, multi-regional input–output models with full regional resolution within a range of ±5%.

Uncertainties associated with local consumption estimates are much less explored in our model as well as in the literature—mainly due to a lack of adequate information to perform such an analysis. However, our methodology for downscaling local consumption has been designed with a view of minimizing data-related uncertainties by allowing for the usage of the best available data at a given aggregation level. In particular, local consumption patterns are estimated based on a rich geo-demographic classification with 61 different lifestyles. Estimates are ‘localized’ based on local statistics partially overcoming the assumption of homogeneous behaviour within a lifestyle regardless of location. Lifestyle groups consume bundles of goods and services from large clusters or even all sectors of the economy. Similar to estimates at the national level, uncertainties for individual lifestyle groups or the entire population of a particular local area (which is essentially a mix of lifestyle groups) will be reduced by the associated averaging effects. With the arrival of similar studies for the UK or other countries, future research should further explore uncertainties associated with downscaling information.

Having these various uncertainties in mind, the following key insights can be derived from our analysis: First, lifestyle and consumption-related CO₂ emissions as captured in the CF are much more homogeneous across space than territorial emissions, which are characterized by the distinct economic role of human settlements in production networks. The scale of activity and associated energy end-use of major industrial plants can be orders of magnitudes higher than for individual households or small service enterprises. These major industrial activities are often highly concentrated and can have an overwhelming influence on the territorial emission profile of a particular local area. We also find evidence for high emission profiles of areas characterized by a high density of service sector activities, but this is mostly explained by the chosen procedure for normalizing emissions for this comparison rather than high absolute CO₂ emissions of the area itself (see footnote 12). In contrast, CF estimates are accounted for at the point of final consumption with the main focus on households. Households are numerous, small actors of similar size. While at the level of individual households differences in activity levels may lead to differences in CFs of a factor of ten (Weber and Matthews 2008), CFs at the high end of that scale will usually be balanced out by more moderate footprints of the remaining households in municipal areas.

Second, the large majority of local areas—regardless whether rural or urban—tend to be net importer of emissions, i.e. their CF is larger than their extended territorial CO₂ emissions. Elsewhere we show for the national level that the growing specialization of the UK economy on services since the early 1990s has been associated with growing CO₂ imports from industrial products manufactured in other parts of the world (Baiochhi and Minx 2010). This growing reliance on imported goods is a background trend for the observed reliance of UK municipalities on their global hinterlands. Nevertheless, even within a net CO₂ importing economy like the UK, key production-oriented areas have larger extended territorial CO₂ emission compared to their CF. These areas are pre-dominantly located in the local hinterlands of urban settlement types.

Third, metropolitan living may but does not have to be associated with a higher CF (cf Heinonen et al 2011). The CF of human settlements across density gradients remains mostly unexplored in the literature due to a lack of evidence for rural settlement types. Our study makes an attempt to provide some first insights. On average, the three urban settlement types have slightly lower CFs than the two rural settlement types included in our study, but within each of these groups large variation exists. Hence, there is no clear influence of density gradients on our CF results. We find evidence for ‘high carbon lifestyles’ relative to the UK average in both rural and urban areas, but our analysis shows that the CF relative to extended territorial emissions is consistently larger in urban areas. The most urbanized settlement type (i.e. settlement type ‘Major Urban’) in our study includes the municipalities with both the highest and lowest CF at the same time. Broad brush conclusions with regard to the CF associated with broad density classes of human settlements cannot be easily made. Instead the CF of local areas needs to be carefully analysed under full consideration of the various socio-economic, geographic and infrastructural drivers.

Fourth, at the municipality level the variation in the CF across space can be largely explained by a small set of socio-economic determinants: income, household size, car ownership and education. When controlling for other variables, changes in income levels across municipalities have a strong impact on the CF as shown in other studies (e.g. Heinonen et al 2011, Wiedenhofer et al 2011), but are not dominating the results. Some of the other determinants

---

14 The CF of the 61 lifestyles underpinning this analysis differs only by a factor of three (Minx et al 2009). This factor of three marks the outer range of possible differences in CF across areas in our modelling framework. Moreover, further averaging effects will be at work, because many different lifestyle groups live within a municipality. There is a wealth of research showing that people with a shared socio-economic profile tend to cluster in space (Schelling 1969), but such clustering processes tend to take place at a much finer spatial level (e.g. neighbourhoods).
are at least equally important. Note that some of these variables—like car ownership—are likely to capture broader aspects of lifestyles and should not be interpreted literally. It seems that a much broader understanding of lifestyles beyond income may be important for future progress in understanding local CFs. Minx and Baiocchi (2009) highlighting the potential value of geo-demographic approaches.

Fifth, the impact of variables capturing infrastructural and geographic conditions—population density and the degree of ruralness of human settlement types—is very limited. Other variables such as heating degree days are insignificant for the CF as a whole. Our analysis therefore suggests that at the spatial level of the present analysis macro-trends are driven by socio-economic variables. However, there may be significant variation within the local areas analysed. It is much more likely that at finer spatial scales the intricate interactions between lifestyles and the available infrastructure can be captured. Geographic and infrastructural effects on the CF may be stronger for analysis with higher spatial detail. Comparisons between urban areas on global scale also show significant effects of population density on energy use, an effect that is lost when the analysis is restricted to geographically more limited regions (Newman and Kenworthy 1989, Baur et al 2013). The spatial scale on which infrastructure and geographic conditions become relevant in comparative research is hence an important avenue for deepening the understanding of the CF of human settlements in future research. The methodology proposed here could facilitate such an analysis.

A more in-depth understanding of the relationship between infrastructure and lifestyles in shaping the CF is also crucial in order to deepen the understanding of policy applications at the local level. In general, the CF as a metric with global system boundaries can only be addressed through vertical integration from the local to the international level in a multi-level governance approach. The influence of local decision-making on the CF is limited, but largest in the area of housing and transport, where spatial planning, transport demand and transport supply measures can reduce the demand for energy or materials and associated direct as well as supply chain CO₂ emissions (e.g., Creutzig et al 2012). A series of case studies in the UK have demonstrated this case (Barrett and Dawkin 2008, Owen et al 2008). Our analysis highlights the importance of socio-economic factors, which need to be taken into account in planning applications. How much influence this can have on the overall footprint depends on how much infrastructures can shape lifestyles. The exploration of this relationship remains an important area for future research.
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